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ABSTRACT BODY:
Introduction: The edus2 workout offers trainees an interactive way to apply their developing knowledge of
several critical care conditions and their associated emergency ultrasound findings. The “workout” can take
place both inside and outside the simulation environment, but preferably during small group learning sessions.
Through the use of the edus2 simulator and a newly designed scanning shirt (a t-shirt embedded with multiple
velcro-held scan tags embedded at key anatomical landmarks), trainees cane now attempt combining the
appropriate series of scans for a given indication. This next generation edus2 invention may help emergency
medicine trainees: 1) incorporate the relevant scans for a given indication 2) review key positive findings on
recordings from real patients 3) develop a consistent approach to scanning protocols such as EFAST.

Methods: The edus2 "workout" makes use of our previously invented emergency ultrasound simulator, the
edus2 (www.edus2.com). The workout t-shirt consist of over 25 secured velcro tabs placed at appropriate
anatomic landmarks. Facilitators can have one of the trainees wear the workout shirt and then select the
appropriate clips for the other trainees to scan by placing their tags on the relevant velcro landmarks. For
example, a facilitator could program the shirt for cardiogenic shock by placing the following tags at their
appropriate landmarks: B-Lines at lung fields, severely hypokinetic LV at all cardiac views, full IVC in
subxiphoid view, etc... After the trainee completes the appropriate scans and demonstrates an understanding
of the findings, the group can then move on to covering other indications.
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Results: All instructions for making the edus2 workout shirt are available free at our website:
www.edus2.com.

Conclusion: The concept of layered learning is not new to medical training. Its theoretical origins are found in
Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Devlopment Theory. Expertise (defined as the ability to complete a task
independently) is gained through careful guidance of trainees through their respective Zone Of Proximal
Development (ZPD). The ZPD is therefore defined as “the distance between the actual developmental level
and the level of potential development. Such guidance allows for tailored trainee development and may avoids
factors that are be detrimental to learning (excessive cognitive load, performance anxiety and safety
concerns). This can be achieved through the deliberate use of the edus2 workout in a progressively
challenging fashion.
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